08:30 - 09:00  Registration and Welcome coffee

09:00 - 10:00  Innovations in Metals & Mining
Organiser: ERG Research and engineering centre (NIITS ERG)
Anton Roshchin,
Head of R&D department, ERG Research and engineering centre
Alexander Kalinnikov,
Head of Innovations Department, ERG Research and engineering centre

10:00 - 10:15  Coffee break

10:15 - 11:00  Practical aspects of regulation in the exploration and mining sector
Organiser: Haller Lomax
Timur Odilov,
Partner, Haller Lomax
Zarina Baikenzhina,
Senior Associate, Haller Lomax

11:00 - 11:15  Technical break

11:15 - 13:00  Implementation of KAZRC / CRIRSCO public geological reporting standards in Kazakhstan. Experience and recommendations
Organisers: KAZRC Association, Professional Society of Independent Experts of the Subsurface Resources (PONEN)
The current stage of preparing reports on the KAZRC Code. Geological, methodical, legal aspects.
Georgiy Freiman,
Chairman of the Executive Committee, Professional Society of Independent Experts of the Subsurface Resources (PONEN)
Review of resource estimation in mining.
Ashley Brown,
Resource Delineation Manager, KAZ Minerals Management
KAZRC standards for reporting on mineral resources and reserves.
Igor Ussoltsev,
Head of KAZRC Standards Commission

13:00 - 14:00  Lunch

14:00 - 15:30  Mine liquidation requirements under Kazakhstan Subsoil and Subsoil Use Code, Part 1
Organiser: SRK (UK) Consulting
Moderator
Jane Joughin,
Corporate Consultant (Environmental & Social Management), SRK Consulting (UK)
Presenters
Zhanar Faizuldayeva,
Associate environmental consultant, SRK Consulting (Kazakhstan)
Nikolay Kirillov,
Senior consultant (environment), SRK Consulting (Russia)
Jeff Parshley,
Group Chairman and Corporate Consultant, SRK Consulting (US)

15:30 - 16:00  Coffee break

16:00 - 17:30  Mine liquidation requirements under Kazakhstan Subsoil and Subsoil Use Code, Part 2
Organiser: SRK (UK) Consulting

17:30 - 18:30  Networking drinks
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